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 The 2017 ICA conference was a huge success. Pella is such a beautiful and 
welcoming town. Our conference theme, Freedom of  Speech, was as timely as 
it could be. We had college, high school, middle school, and student presenters, 
not only from Iowa, but also from Missouri, Illinois, and South Korea. Their 
institutions included the University of  Northern Iowa, Des Moines Area Com-
munity College, Western Iowa Tech Community College, Iowa Wesleyan, Cen-
tral College, Northwest Missouri State University, Pella High School, Scott 
Community College, Graceland University, Drake University, Iowa Lakes Com-
munity College, University of  Dubuque, Kirkwood Community College, Ulsan 
National Institute of  Science and Technology, Indian Hills Community College, 

Westminster College, Luther College, Buena Vista University, Western Illinois University, Vinton-Shells-
burg High School, and Waukee Middle School. Our listeners heard incredibly informative and passionate 
panels on a wide variety of  free-speech issues on college campuses, in classrooms, student protests on 
and off  campus, and how these matters impact today’s climate in higher education. It was a veritable 
smorgasbord of  current, relevant, and provocative information and viewpoints. I offer hearty congratu-
lations and thanks to our phenomenal panels and stellar presenters.
 We honored three remarkable educators. Theresa Donofrio was named the Outstanding New Teacher, 
Cynthia Gehrie won the Outstanding Adjunct Teacher Award, and Julie Simanski was the Citation Award 
recipient. In addition, Annalise Johnson earned the Westphal Top Student Paper Award. We also wel-
comed a new member to the ICA Executive Committee. Jennifer Hough of  WITCC was elected to re-
place Marilyn Hunt. As Marilyn sails off  into her well-deserved oasis of  retirement, we thank her for her 
many years of  ICA membership and service.
 With our conference taking place in late September, October quickly rushed in, afterward. Midterms 
soon followed, and, as a result, this was likely one of  the busiest times of  the semester for all of  us. Yet 
this is still my favorite time of  the year. With the beauty of  the leaves changing and the daylight hours 
shortening, my house was soon filled with autumn and Halloween decorations. My wife and I also con-
tinued our annual family tradition of  spending a couple of  hours during the second full weekend of  
October to watch our favorite Halloween movie, Hocus Pocus. It was almost enough to take our minds 
off  the never-ending calamity at Westminster College. Like many other small colleges, we in Fulton, MO, 
continue to fight the seemingly winless battles of  budget cuts, dwindling enrollment, and dealing with a 
board of  trustees whose distant visions and perceptions of  our problems often differ vastly from cam-
pus employees who are directly involved, working in the trenches. 
 Westminster is certainly not alone in many of  these issues. With less money available for professional 
travel, not even ICA is immune to the reaches of  such problems. President-elect, Linda Laine, conducted 
a wonderful panel on ICA’s future. We learned that that in spite of  financial obstacles, members truly love 
the organization for its strong element of  community, its eclectic educational representation, and its 
teaching-centered panels. While I’m deeply saddened that there is even preliminary talk of  dissolving the 
organization, I wish impress on all members that ICA has made a big difference for many of  us over the 
years in the most important and profound part of  our jobs: teaching and helping our students. The last 
time I did not attend an ICA conference was 1998. I’ve not always received funding in my Iowa confer-
ence travels all the way from Columbia, MO, but I’ve often chosen to spend money out of  my own 
pocket when I needed to. And even if  I my travel funding dries up completely, I still will continue to at-
tend ICA at least until my retirement. I urge you all to do the same. For the sake of  our students, ICA 
must – and will – live on.

President’s Message

ICA President Keith Hardeman
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—Keith Hardeman
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Simanski Accepts Citation Award
 After I read Judy’s program, I sent 
her an email and told her whoever that 
person was, they looked pretty darn 
good! I am truly touched, humbled and 
honored to receive the Iowa Commu-
nication Association’s Citation Award. I 
want to especially thank the executive 
Board for selecting me and for Judy 
Vogel and Barb Schmidt for being so 

kind to nominate me. They are retired, but definitely not for-
gotten. I truly have had great colleagues to work with in the 
Speech department at DMACC. In fact, the Speech depart-
ment has a reputation on campus for actually getting along 
and having productive meetings. One day the English chair 
pulled me aside and wanted to know our secret. It’s prob-
ably not a surprise to many of  you that a little knowledge 
about small group communication, knowing how to create 
an agenda, and understanding the value of  interpersonal rela-
tionships, seems to work to our advantage. I am so proud to 
be a part of  some of  the most dedicated and engaging faculty 
at DMACC that have a remarkable knack of  being innovative 
while introducing students to the foundations of  our disci-
pline. This extraordinary group includes Karen Christiansen, 
Rachel Murdock, Miggs Hubbard, Yvonne Fielder, Cheryl 
Powell, and Aimee Langager.
 This summer I visited an arboretum with a rather large 
bonsai collection. I was intrigued by the individual beauty of  
each tree. Every tree had a distinct shape, an original form, 
and a unique arrangement with twists and turns. Each tree 
was meticulously manicured by a patient, artistic grower, very 
much like the process many of  us engage in as educators. In 
2003, I attended a conference where Richard Light an ed-
ucation Professor at Harvard was presenting his then new 
book, “Making the Most of  College.” The book won the 
Stone Award and gave some superb insights that have stuck 
with me. He argued that the most engaged students are ones 
that have experienced some critical moment outside of  the 
classroom. In addition, a student’s opportunity to experience 
one intense relationship with a teacher, a classmate, even the 
janitor can be a powerful connection that enables growth and 
propels students to success. As I look back on my education 
and career, I’ve been lucky enough to have several of  those 
critical moments and rewarding relationships.
 As the saying goes, the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree. 
As educators, my parents gently shaped and fortified my 
growth. My father was the youngest and first of  eight chil-
dren to be college educated. He taught math and went on to 
be the longest serving superintendent in the State of  Iowa. 
Despite always having to be the “good kid” in school, I have 
always admired his work ethic and his innate goodness. He 

told me once that every student has their own backpack full 
of  life’s stuff  to carry around. My mother was an original 
women’s libber and never limited my aspirations and goals. 
She’s always been my biggest number one cheerleader. As a 
perennial teacher, she would dole out writing assignments 
rather than punishments, prodding my siblings and I to mull 
over our misdeeds and then articulate them into essays that 
were checked for grammatical errors later. My parents never 
told me that I would get a college education, it was rather 
an implicit expectation. As careful curators, their continued 
confidence and parental pride guided my growth both aca-
demically and professionally. 
 In the book, “Making the Most of  College”, Richard Light 
interviewed thousands of  college students asking them about 
what factors were integral to their success. Over and over 
again, students cited their interactions with professors inside 
and outside of  the classroom. These students saw particular 
teachers as their mentors that ignited their interest in the field 
and demonstrated the value of  the subject beyond the walls 
of  academia. 89% of  students surveyed identified a particu-
lar professor that had changed them and 2/3’s of  students 
insisted on naming more than one faculty member that had 
been critical to their college life. As an undergraduate at UNI, 
I was fortunate to make connections and form relationships 
with some influential educators. Dr. Mary Ann Renz was my 
Public Speaking teacher and later Individual Events coach. I 
remember telling my room mate at the time how impressed I 
was with her delivery and classroom demeanor. She sparked 
my interest in the discipline and invited me to be on the 
speech team. I admired her thinking, her eloquence, and her 
advice. Thirty years later, we’ve maintained this connection. 
Her teaching artistry twisted me in a new direction, a new 
form. There were others too. Dr. Phyllis Carlin introduced 
me to oral interpretation and suggested I use one of  the piec-
es I had prepared in class for my first competition. Dr. Mary 
Bozik modeled good teaching and directed all of  her budding 
teachers to prepare themselves professionally by creating les-
son plan boxes and by joining ICA as a student member. Not 
only did I make connections with my professors, in Light’s 
words, I had critical moments outside of  the classroom. Join-
ing the UNI Individual Events team with Mary Ann, Rich 
West, and Bill Henderson was pivotal to my growth in com-
munication and as an educator. During this time, I also be-
came acquainted and later friends with Penny O’Connor, Eric 
Upmeyer, and even our esteemed leader, Keith Hardeman. 
One of  my lifelong friends is a fellow speech member who I 
visit every summer. These experiences fortified and stabilized 
my engagement and development.
 In my first teaching/coaching job at Iowa State over  

Editor’s Note: At the request of  ICA members, a transcript of  Simanski’s 
acceptance speech delivered at the 2017 ICA Conference appears below.

Citation Awardee Simanski

Continued on page 3. 
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Continued from page 2. 

25 years ago, I continued to make connections that would 
empower my growth. I became an official member of  the 
Iowa Communication Association. When I try to sell this or-
ganization to a colleague, the first thing I mention is the true 
comradery of  this community, but if  I had to choose our 
best asset, we do pedagogy the best. We are a treasure trove 
of  teaching and not afraid to admit I’m this group’s biggest 
idea thief. From the K-12 schools to the universities, I cannot 
count the number of  teaching ideas I’ve stolen, modified, and 
recycled over the years. I thank you and more importantly, my 
students thank you. You’ve stabilized and nudged my steady 
growth.
 My biggest roots of  constancy lie within my family. They 
are my strength, my moorings, my base, including my hus-
band, Todd, son, Connor, and daughter Olivia. We are a fam-
ily of  irony. It’s the family joke that both my husband and son 
are better communicators than I am and can generally talk to 
anyone about anything, but the introvert, is the speech teach-
er. Whether he knows it or not, Connor is a true debater. He 
can argue any side of  an argument with ease and I sometimes 
end up buying it, of  course, still knowing I’m right. I think 
he and Todd were probably more disappointed than anyone 
that we stopped going to the Amanas. They both loved their 
annual visit to the indoor waterpark. My husband Todd, is my 
calming sturdy foundation. He has encouraged me to grow in 
directions as a professional and parent. The irony extends to 
my daughter. She has never technically had a voice, but com-
municates so much. Olivia has beautiful eyes and expresses 
volumes with them. In addition, eye gaze allows her to com-
municate through a computer. She is a living testament of  the 
power of  nonverbal communication and an inspiration.
 I’ve been fortunate to have so many mentors, so many pow-
erful influences in my life from my parents, to my professors, 
to members of  this organization, and my family. I tell my 
students each semester that if  I won the lottery I still think 
I’d need to come back every now and then to teach a class. I 
still enjoy making connections and continue to grow through 
my engagement with students and my passion for the field. 
In high school, I did one of  those keyhole punch occupation 
assessments to help me figure out what I wanted to be. I’m so 
glad I took the route of  being an educator, somehow I don’t 
think being a fish farmer would have been as fulfilling. 
 We are all bonsai whisperers. It’s what we do. We gently 
coax, nurture, mold, shape so many unique forms in and out-
side of  our classrooms. I am fortunate to be a part of  the 
ICA bonsai collection. Thank you for this honor and thank 
you for enabling me to grow and branch out through the 
Iowa Communication Association.

 The Adjunct Teacher Award Committee is seeking nom-
inations for the ICA Outstanding Adjunct Teacher Award. 
Each year at the Awards Banquet during the annual con-
ference in September, ICA recognizes a deserving faculty 
member who has been teaching as an adjunct for at least 
three years. While the award winner’s attendance to the 
2018 ICA conference and banquet is not mandatory, it is 
strongly encouraged. The recipient will receive compli-
mentary banquet tickets for him/herself  and a guest. If  the  
recipient does attend the Award Ceremony, a brief  accep-
tance speech would be expected. For more information 
about the award and nomination requirements, click on  
“Award Information” at www.iowacomm.org or contact 
president-elect Linda Laine at lainel@central.edu. Last 
year’s winner was Dr. Cynthia Gehrie of  Iowa Western 
Community College. 

Criteria for Outstanding Adjunct Teacher Award:

• Nominees must be currently teaching as an adjunct at any 
post-secondary school.
• Nominees must have been teaching at least three years in 
an adjunct position.
• Nominees must teach within the state of  Iowa.
• Nominees are not required to be members of  ICA.
• Nominees will be encouraged to attend the ICA confer-
ence to accept the award if  selected.
• Self-nomination is acceptable.
• Materials to be electronically submitted for nomination 
(submission must be sent as a single PDF file):

• A letter of  nomination.
• The nominee’s current academic résumé or vita.
• A total of  three letters of  recommendation from stu-
dents, supervisors, colleagues, or administrators that cite 
specific reasons why the nominee should be selected for 
this award. One letter must be from a supervisor/depart-
ment chair.
• Evidence of  teaching effectiveness as evidenced by 
course/instructor evaluations including comments and 
numerical ratings with an explanation of  rating scale 
norms.
• A listing of  the nominee’s current teaching and co-cur-
ricular responsibilities.
• Two examples of  most effective teaching strategies, as-
signments, or lessons.
• A current teaching philosophy.

NOMINATIONS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED 
ELECTRONICALLY BY JUNE 1, 2018 TO:
Linda Laine, Chair of  the Adjunct Teacher  
Award Committee
lainel@central.edu

Nominations Open for Outstanding 
Adjunct Teacher Award submitted by Linda Laine
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 “Professor Donofrio has all the qualities an incredible 
teacher needs and more. She’s unassumingly brilliant while 
remaining accessible. Her aura is eternally effervescent. The 
passion she gives to her work is in equal measure devoted to 
her students,” shared a former student about Terri Donof-
rio, ICA’s 2017 Outstanding New Teacher Award recipient. 
 Pamela Carstens, a colleague in the Business Department 
at Coe, stated, “In her four years as an assistant professor in 
the rhetoric department at Coe College, Terri has become 
an excellent teacher whose enthusiasm for her field and for 
helping students learn is apparent to anyone who steps foot 
in her classroom or office.” 
 Terri completed her Master’s and Ph.D. work at the Uni-
versity of  Maryland, earning her Ph.D. in 2013. She joined 
the faculty at Coe College in 2014 as Assistant Professor of  
Rhetoric teaching media studies, rhetorical studies, and visu-
al rhetoric courses. A tall order for any new faculty member, 
she was named Chair of  the Department of  Rhetoric in her 
second year at Coe. Terri was hired to redesign and build 
Coe’s rhetoric department by developing a new communi-
cation studies major and leading efforts to hire additional 
tenure-track faculty in the department. Prior to Terri’s hire, 
the department had very few majors, and nearly all courses 
were taught by adjunct faculty members. Her work has seen 
success as the Provost has remarked about the department, 
“You’re soon to be the nerve center of  our campus.” 
 Terri leads her department by example. Carsten explains, 
“Many faculty at small liberal arts colleges could be de-
scribed as good teachers. But Terri outshines most. Terri is 
an excellent teacher not by chance or through an extraor-
dinary natural ability. She excels because of  her own en-
gagement with and understanding of  the field and because 
of  careful preparation, a positive attitude, and an on-going 
desire to improve.” Her Comunication colleague Allison 
Carr says, “Terri is among the hardest working, most consci-
entious teachers I have ever worked with. She is generous, 
flexible, deeply knowledgeable, and her care for her profes-
sion, her students, and her subject is evident.”
 Terri explains her own teaching philosophy: First, I strive 
to inspire in my students the inclination and capacity to 

interrogate the arguments underlying the public discours-
es that constitute our lived experiences. Second, I place a 
premium on increasing students’ skills as oral communica-
tors, specifically focusing on their ability to analyze ongoing 
communication exchanges, synthesize new content, and 
assess the trajectory of  public discourse. Her philosophy is 
working because when talking about Terri’s courses, students 
describe them as interesting and relevant to their lives but 
also as ones that force them to stretch and to question their 
assumptions. A former student stated after taking one of  
Terri’s classes, “I was hooked. Her style was engaging, and I 
knew that I was being pushed to learn in a way that I hadn’t 
been before.” 
 Hannah Wiles, a former student and current Fulbright 
Scholar to Thailand shared, “I cannot overstate the impact 
Terri has had on me. Her teaching style is phenomenal, 
the material she presents is engaging and relevant, and her 
personal demeanor is unlike that of  anyone I know. I came 
out of  her first class with what I referred to as two majors, 
Communication Studies and Becoming Theresa Donofrio. 
Her passion, enthusiasm, and care are what I aspire to.”
 There is no doubt that Terri Donofrio is and exemplary 
candidate deserving of  ICA’s 2017 Outstanding New Teach-
er Award.

Terri Donofrio wins ICA 2017 Outstanding New Teacher Award submitted by Kim Powell

Murdock joins DMACC
Rachel Murdock was hired this year at DMACC-Ankeny 
campus for a full-time speech position to replace retired 
faculty member, Barb Schmidt.  She has worked for several 
years as an adjunct at DMACC and ISU.  Rachel recently 
completed her Ph.D. at Iowa State University.  

DMACC Hosts Speech Contest
DMACC hosted its annual informative speech contest on 
Nov. 7-9. Students from the SPC 101 classes compete in 
the preliminary rounds. Six finalists are selected for the 
finals, held this year on Thursday, Nov. 9. The DMACC 
Foundation awards prizes for as much as $20-$100.

submitted by Julie Simanski 
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Iowa Journal of Communication (IJC) Call for Manuscripts

Westphal Student Paper Competition Call: ICA 2018 Convention
 We seek both undergraduate and graduate student papers 
for presentation at the annual Iowa Communication Associ-
ation (ICA) convention in September. Papers may cover any 
aspect of  communication andshould be no longer than 25 
typed, double-spaced pages in length plus references.Papers 
accepted for presentation will be organized into thematic 
and/or top paper panels for conference presentation. The 
top paper receives the Westphal Student Paper Award which 
includes a monetary award and publication in the Iowa Jour-
nal of  Communication. The award is presented at the Friday 
evening banquet at the conference. Students need not be a 
member of  ICA, and their convention registration will be 
waived if  it is their first ICA convention. Recipients also re-
ceive a one-year membership in the association.
 Submissions should include:

• An email from the student (or sponsoring faculty mem-
ber) articulating the course/occasion through which the 
paper was created, naming the professor overseeing its de-
velopment and when the course was completed. 

• Declaration confirming that if  accepted for presentation 
the student will attend the conference and present the pa-
per; the paper has not and will not be submitted to any 
other publication outlets pending ICA’s decision; and the 
paper is the sole work of  the student (or students) indepen-
dently or through mentorship with a faculty member only 
(faculty members should not be co-authors).
• A Word document containing the manuscript without any 
author identifying information and a separate title page which 
includes the title, author(s) and author(s) contact information. 

 Submissions must be received by June 1, 2018.

 
 
More information regarding submission guidelines will be included in the 
spring 2018 newsletter.

 The Iowa Journal of  Communication, an award winning 
state journal, publishes the highest quality scholarship on a 
variety of  communication topics. Manuscripts may be philo-
sophical, theoretical, critical, applied, pedagogical, or empiri-
cal in nature. We also publish reviews and reflective pieces 
of  concern to communication scholars. Submissions from 
all geographic areas are encouraged, and one need not be a 
member of  the Iowa Communication Association to submit 
a piece. 
 The Iowa Journal of  Communication is seeking manu-
scripts for its next issue.
 Deadline is March 20, 2018. 
 Research manuscripts should not exceed 25 pages (exclud-
ing references and tables/appendixes) and should include a 
separate title page that includes author(s) name, academic po-
sition, institutional affiliation, mailing address, phone num-
ber, and email address. A history of  the work (including a 
description of  any public presentation or publication of  any 

part of  the data set or portions of  the manuscript and wheth-
er the manuscript is part of  a thesis or dissertation) should 
also be provided. Manuscripts should include an abstract not 
to exceed 200 words. All submissions must conform to the 
6th edition of  the Publication Manual of  the American Psy-
chological Association. The journal adheres to a double-blind 
review process where the identities of  both the reviewers and 
the authors are hidden from each other. Accordingly, any in-
formation revealing author identity should be removed from 
the piece for review. All manuscripts submitted for consider-
ation should be original, unpublished, and not under consid-
eration by other publication outlets. Only electronic submis-
sions in Microsoft Word will be accepted.  
 
Queries and manuscript submissions for the 2018 journal 
may be addressed to:
David Wendt
david.wendt@iw.edu

submitted by Julie Simanski 
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 On March 1 and 2, 2018, The Wendt Character Initiative 
at the University of  Dubuque will host an interdisciplin-
ary conference — “Character and Place: How We Shape 
Home and Home Shapes Us” to explore the interplay be-
tween home and the development of  character, especially 
as it relates to justice, integrity, and compassion.
 Moral formation takes place in a specific context.  How 
do those contexts shape us, affect us? We’re interested 
in exploring through different lenses—different disci-
plines—things like the diversity of  that formation, the 
ways specifics shape the kind of  formation, and the ways 
that we can create contexts to better foster character that 
models integrity, justice, and compassion.
 The conference will feature two keynote speeches by 
J.D Vance and Brian Walsh, scholarly panels, and a gal-
lery show. Rev. Dr. Walsh will also serve as Scholar-in-Res-
idence. The panels engage the theme through topics in 
healthcare, vocation, psychology, art, sociology, communi-
cation, literature, philosophy, theology, anthropology, law, 
education, and linguistics.
 We hope you’ll join us so that together we discern 
best practices of  character formation, both individu-
ally and communally. To register or to learn more, visit   
dbq.edu/Wendt. Email wendt@dbq.edu with questions. 

University of Dubuque to Host March 
“Character and Place” Conference 

submitted by Jenn Supple Bartels

submitted by Joy Daggs

Daggs Awarded Fellowship
 Joy Daggs, an assistant professor of  communication 
at Northwest Missouri State University, will join nine oth-
er individuals this summer to participate in the 2017 Fel-
lowship for Educators Program, a leading program for 
educators in the field of  public relations.
 Sponsored by the Plank Center for Leadership in Pub-
lic Relations, the program embeds educators with world-
class corporate public relations teams and agencies for 
two weeks. Daggs assumed staff  responsibilities and con-
ducted a workshop and research project July 10-21 for 
Harley-Davidson in Milwaukee.
 Additionally, the program includes a reciprocal invita-
tion for a representative of  the company to visit North-
west to provide a lecture and meet students.
 “The program fits in quite well with Northwest’s focus 
on profession-based education, and I hope to share what 
I am learning with both students and faculty,” Daggs said. 
“I am looking forward to using my experience to give our 
students information directly from professionals to help 
them be better prepared public relations professionals.”

Outstanding New Teacher Award
 

Each year at the Awards Banquet during the annual con-
ference in September, ICA recognizes a deserving faculty 
member who is in his or her first seven years of  full-time 
teaching. Nominees do not need to be members of  ICA 
to have their names submitted for the award. Although 
ICA encourages the recipient to attend the conference 
and banquet, it is not mandatory that the recipient at-
tend. The recipient will receive banquet tickets for him/
herself  and a guest compliments of  ICA. If  the recipient 
does attend the Award Ceremony, a brief  acceptance 
speech would be expected. Information about the award 
and nomination requirements may be found on the 
website: www.iowacomm.org. Questions regarding the 
nomination process may be directed to Past-President 
Kim Powell at kimpowell@luther.edu. 

Award Criteria:
1. The nominee must be in his or her first seven years 

of  full-time teaching.
2. The nominee may be teaching at any level, grade 

school through graduate school, in the state of  
Iowa.

3. The nominee must have distinguished him/herself  
as an outstanding classroom teacher.

4. The nominee need not be an ICA member.
5. Self-nominations are appropriate.

Materials to be electronically submitted for nomina-
tion: (Submissions must be created in Word, and all 
materials must be submitted in a single file.)

1. A letter of  nomination.
2. The nominee’s current academic résumé or vita.
3. A total of  three letters of  recommendation from 

students, supervisors, colleagues,  
or administrators that cite specific reasons why the 
nominee should be selected for  
this award.

4. Evidence of  teaching effectiveness as evidenced by 
course/instructor evaluations including comments 
and numerical ratings with an explanation of  rating 
scale norms. 

5. A listing of  the nominee’s current teaching and 
co-curricular responsibilities.

6. An example of  a most effective teaching strategy, 
assignment, or lesson.

7. A current teaching philosophy.
8. Nomination materials should not exceed 30 pages.

Send nomination materials to Kim Powell at  
kimpowell@luther.edu by June 1, 2018.
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Sustainability Consultant Visits Central College Class
 This fall, as part of  a campus-wide sustainability teach-in 
at Central College, Adam Hammes visited with third and 
fourth year communication studies majors.  As noted on his 
website, Adam is “an author, speaker, and consultant in Des 
Moines who helps businesses tackle sustainability” (eco-flu-
ence.com). 
 During his presentation, entitled “Persuasion for the 
Planet: A Career in Corporate Sustainability,” Adam shared 
the inspirational journey that took him from a liberal arts 
education to non-profit start-ups to corporate manager for 
sustainability to his current work connecting businesses to 
one another as they address sustainability challenges.  
 He went on to share a developmental model of  sustain-
ability maturity that might inform how we might communi-
cate messages about sustainability. He also provided insights 
into sustainable business in Iowa.  
 When a student asked how Adam had learned all he had, 
his response was clear. College. Reading. Experience. Seek 
out training after college.  His final appeal: Pick whatever 
matters to you and focus on that. 

submitted by Linda Laine

 Innovation. Commitment. Collaboration. These words 
epitomize this year’s recipient of  the Outstanding Adjunct 
Teaching Award, Dr. Cynthia Gehrie (pictured at left).  Since 
2013, Cynthia has taught public speaking, both face to face and 
online, at Iowa Western Community College, where she has 
also served on the faculty senate. 
 Innovation. Cynthia has integrated her life-long work with 
creative process and critical thinking into her public speaking 
classes.  She has developed a creative approach to helping 
students work through speech anxiety and has begun using 
open-captioned video to improve providing directions for an 
assignment.  A colleague stated that “she once showed me how 
she helps students to think through their upcoming speeches 
using a stack of  sticky notes and the white board.”
 Commitment. Cynthia is highly committed to her students. 
As one colleague wrote, “She is compassionate about the com-
munity college student and works diligently to help them reach 
their goals.” Cynthia also shows strong commitment to her 
institution and department by attending a variety of  campus 
events and optional department meetings (not to mention her 
service on faculty senate). Finally, in the words of  one col-
league, “She is deeply interested and invested in pedagogy and 
research.” That speech anxiety activity she created? She tracked 
its success through methodical research. “I am fascinated,” she 

writes, “by simple formats that engage students, while revealing 
underlying ideas that scaffold powerful communication.”
 Collaboration. Cynthia recognizes that the teach-
ing-and-learning process is a collaborative endeavor. She says,  
 “My current teaching methods are co-created. I offer my best 
attempt to structure learning and engage students. My students 
respond with their engagement, process artifacts and culminat-
ing speeches.”
 Congratulations to Cynthia for this well-deserved honor.

Cynthia Gehrie wins ICA 2017 Adjunct Award  submitted by Linda Laine
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BVU Society for Collegiate Journalists Students Win National Awards
 
Buena Vista University’s (BVU) media students and organizations received 33 awards in the annual Society for Collegiate 
Journalists (SCJ) national media contest last spring.
 
SCJ’s national contest entries are judged by professionals in the media industry. The organization currently has more than 
100 chapters across the nation, and all active members are eligible to enter original works in the contest. Each chapter may 
submit up to three entries per category, with more than 50 categories covering all media formats. The national contest does 
not distinguish divisions by the size of  the school or chapter. 

Of  the 33 awards, BVU achieved 9 first place, 9 second place, 9 third place, and 6 honorable mention awards. First place 
awards were in: Multimedia News Story (Justice Gage); Multimedia Sports Story (Christopher Habermann); Column or 
Commentary (Lindsay Graham); Radio News Package (Tiffany Brauckman, Zachary Schmidt, Brittany Poepp, and Macken-
zie Rappe); Radio Feature Package (Madeleine McCormick and Tiffany Brauckman); Radio Sports Package (“Friday Night 
Hoops” with Tanner Hoops and Andrew Bandstra); Television, Promotion & PSA (Jasmine Bautista and Christopher 
Habermann); Television Feature Package (Morgan McGrew) and Television Sports Package (Christopher Habermann). 

Digital Media Students Spend Four Weeks in South Africa
 
Two Digital Media students from Buena Vista University spent 
four weeks during August in South Africa honing their photog-
raphy skills. Deidree Friesen and Emily Kenny captured incred-
ibly candid shots of  large game and small critters alike. Emily, a 
senior Digital Media and Psychology double major, was named 
a finalist in the International Shoot the Wild Photography Con-
test for her photo below depicting two lions devouring a zebra. 
The contest is highly competitive and juried ‘blind.’ All finalists 
are published in the 2017 Shoot the Wild book of  photography. 
Emily chronicles her experiences in her blog found at emilyken-
ny96.wixsite.com.

 
A Local Pulitzer Prize Winner
Art Cullen, second from the left is a Pulitzer Prize Award 
winner and Editor of  the Storm Lake Times. He was award-
ed a Pulitzer Prize for his editorial work surrounding a threat 
from the Des Moines Water Works to sue Sac, Buena Vista 
and Calhoun counties for high nitrate levels in the Raccoon 
River. His team, brother John Cullen (on the left) and son 
Tom (far right) recently shared their experiences with BVU 
students in an Academic and Cultural Events Series (ACES) 
presentation in late September. The Storm Lake Times was 
founded in 1990. Shown with the Cullens is Digital Media 
student Madeleine McCormick who was moderator for the 
ACES event.

 
BVU’s Master of  Arts in Organizational Leadership has First Graduates
 
The Master of  Arts in Organizational Leadership developed and directed by Dr. Mary Gill will have its first graduates in 
May. An exclusively online interdisciplinary look at effective leadership is designed on a platform of  inquiry—asking and 
investigating good questions. Students explore key components essential to effective leadership. Unique to this program is 
deep reflection on questioning and leading through questioning, understanding systems thinking, and examining the social 
context of  leadership in the world. 

Buena Vista News Briefs submitted by Mary Gill

Do you have news to share about your school? Submissions are welcome. Send your news briefs to news@iowacomm.org for the spring newsletter.
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News Briefs, cont. 

press release by Madison Ingram

Katie Couric Interviews locals and Students in Storm Lake

Storm Lake residents and several BVU students were blessed 
with meeting and chatting with Katie Couric in late Septem-
ber.  Well known in the news and talk media, Couric’s new proj-
ect is for National Geographic on diversity.  According to her 
Facebook video, part of  that National Geographic project will 
involve telling the story of  diversity in Storm Lake, which has 
a “majority minority” population in a state that is 88 percent 
white. She said the project will be released in the spring of  2018.

Photo by Jim Malven

Senator Bernie Sanders with ICA President  
Keith Hardeman in Historic Westminster Gym, 
venue of  Winston Churchill’s ‘Iron Curtain 
Speech’ (The Sinews of  Peace), delivered in 1946 
 
Photo by Professor Mark Boulton

Senator Bernie Sanders delivers John Findley Green Foundation Lecture
at Westminster College
 U.S. Senator Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., delivered the 58th annual John Findley 
Green Foundation Lecture at Westminster College on Sept. 21. Sanders is 
the longest-serving independent in U.S. Congressional history and ran for the 
Democratic party nomination in the 2016 U.S. presidential election.
 The Green Lecture is part of  the Hancock Symposium, a two-day event full 
of  lectures, panel discussions and presentations by experts on one subject of  
global interest. The lecture was held in Champ Auditorium, where students, 
faculty, alumni, news reporters, and the public filled almost every seat. West-
minster Acting President Dr. Carolyn Perry presented Sanders with an honor-
ary doctoral degree in Political Science prior to the lecture.
 Since the program began in 2006, Symposium lecturers have included Irish 
musician and activist Sir Bob Geldof, United States Secretary of  Homeland 
Security Jeh Johnson, and revolutionary Nigerian-American physician and neu-
ropathologist Dr. Bennet Omalu. Topics have included foreign policy in the 
Middle East, environmental sustainability, global health, global conflict, global 
sport, digital technology, and national security.
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Fall Conference Highlights
1. Judy Vogel (l) and 
Barb Schmidt (r) present 
the Citation Award to 
Julie Simanski.. 2. (r to l) 
Jennifer Hough, Dave 
Wendt, and Marilyn 
Shaw present in the  
conference kickoff  
panel. 3-4. 2017 ICA 
Conference goers  
attend the Saturday 
meeting. 5. Minkyu 
Sung, of Ulsan National 
Institute of Science 
and Technology in 
South Korea, presents 
in the Special Topics 
in Communication 
Research panel.  
6. David McMahan (r)
presents the Westphal 
Top Student Paper 
Award to Annalise 
Johnson. 7. Gayle Pohl 
(l) and Melissa Beall (r) 
show their ICA pride.  
8. This year’s conference 
offerered numerous 
opportunities for 
professional growth.  
9. (l-r) Linda Laine, 
Suzanne Jones, and 
Joy Daggs lead the 
“Freedom to Feel?” 
panel.

The Iowa Communication Association is a professional organization 
whose purpose is to unite those persons with an academic or professional 
interest in all disciplines of Communication and the Performing Arts at all 
educational and professional levels in Iowa for the promotion of their  
mutual interests and the advancement of their common field.


